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Twenty-four senior Legal Studies teachers attended a 
professional development afternoon in February at 
the newly renovated University of Queensland School 
of Law and Law Library.  The event was jointly hosted 
by UQL Cyberschool, the TC Beirne School of Law and 
the Pro Bono Centre. 
After enjoying afternoon tea in the refurbished 
Forgan Smith foyer, participants were given a session 
on freely available sources of legal information, 
presented by UQ Law Librarian, Thomas Palmer. 
Thomas provided valuable information to teachers 
regarding unreported versus reported decisions, 
interpreting case citations, finding a case, navigating 
AustLII, locating Acts and interpreting legislation.  He 
also provided an overview of databases available to 
students publicly, on-campus at UQ, or via the State 
Library of Queensland. 
UQL Cyberschool staff, Nicole Slinger and Diane 
Nibbs provided information on the resources 
available via Cyberschool, and also launched their 
brand new online tutorial, Freely Available Sources of 
Legal Information. 
UQ’s School of Law and Pro Bono Centre provided 
information on the opportunities they have available 
for secondary school students, particularly the three 
classes on offer via their High Schools Program: 
Asylum and Refugee Law Program 
International Humanitarian Law Program 
Domestic Violence and the Law Program 
The program involves law students researching, 
writing and delivering lessons and seminars to year 9 
to 12 students, challenging them to present legal 
material in a way that makes the law accessible to 
non-lawyers, and promotes greater understanding of 
laws designed to protect vulnerable families and 
individuals. These lessons are delivered through a 
combination of audiovisual materials, worksheets, 
group activities and class discussion. 
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To complete the afternoon, participants were taken 
on a tour of the newly refurbished TC Beirne School 
of Law, including the Law Library and moot court. The 
building now resembles the architectural designs, 
from the two-story, light-filled atrium to the copper 
parapet – a natural extension of UQ's signature 
sandstone. Inside, seminar rooms and collaborative 
learning spaces have the latest technology for a 
world-class study experience. 
 
Cyberschool wish to thank Pro Bono staff Jennifer 
Gibbons, Dr Francesca Bartlett and Kirra Uren; and TC 
Beirne School of Law staff, Maria Parnell and Nicole 
Davidson-Wall for assistance with organising and 
presenting at the event. 
If any school staff would like a copy of the 
presentation on freely available sources of legal 
information, please email 
cyberschool@library.uq.edu.au 
 
Maria Parnell from the TC Beirne School of Law guided teachers through the newly refurbished School of Law and Law Library 
Participants are taken through a presentation on freely available sources of legal information by UQ Law Librarian, Thomas Palmer 
